
The White Rabbit is a vintage studio line amp in a pedal that comes from 
the sonic heritage of tape machine playback circuits and console inputs 
that always seem to both “finish” and enhance tone, punch, color and 
clarity- by simply patching through them.

TWO MODES:

The unity-gain “Blue” mode with a one knob “character” control that tones in how open or “tight” the 
amp sounds.

The two knob “red” mode that you can set and “dial” in both the amount and nature of your boost- from 
a wide open enhancement to a tighter, punchier, almost ‘sagging’, or ‘compression without a compres-
sor” effect at any boost level- small to huge.

*The Rabbit itself also breaks up and sings smoothly at extremes in both modes- but mainly, it en-
hances anything before it and drives the most into anything you put after it- especially when boosting 
straight into your main amplifier.
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‘FEELING’ THE CONTROLS:

The ‘Red’ mode of the rabbit has two controls, one marked with a ‘backwards’, or ‘counter-clockwise’ 
arrow, and the other with an ‘upward’ pointing arrow. The feeling of those controls is to be felt exactly 
as such.

Most other two knob styled boosts are styled with one knob as ‘volume’, and the other knob as an ‘at-
tenuator’, with the idea to turn ‘up’ the first volume knob for the pedal’s sound and then turn ‘down’ the 
output for a crunch. The sonics and internal wiring of the Rabbit are simple, yet, the operation is differ-
ent than classic two knob volume pedals. Both of the knobs have an effect on volume, yet both of them 
are internal controls for the operation of the circuit. They both have an effect on volume but set the 
tone, reactivity (akin to a mild compression feeling) and volume in different ways. Adjusting these two in 
tandem – or, in other words, adjusting both like setting a camera lens’s exposure – is the way to tune in 
the wide palette of tone that the Rabbit’s discrete transistor circuit can give.

We suggest starting to listen to the sound variation of the first knob (the ‘counter-clockwise’ arrow), as 
this one sets the biggest variation of sonic subtlety. Get it where you feel it. Then, adjust the second 
knob (the ‘up’ arrow). Bring it up to the volume boost you’d like. Then, go back and dial in the first knob 
again. (This is totally just a suggestion to start hearing how the two knobs set the circuit. Listen, and 
play, and listen, and play. You’ll get ‘the sense’ of what each knob does as far as sound.

‘QUICK’ SETTINGS FOR THE RED MODE:

Clean and open: 7 o’clock and 1 o’clock
Hi-fi but rich: 1 o’clock and 9 o’clock
Smooth and singing: 3 o’clock and 1 o’clock

TILT

The Rabbit’s circuit had an anomaly left in 
during design. In the Blue mode, with the one 
knob control all the way at MAX, an amazing-
ly smooth distortion occurs that channels the 
spirit of Keith Richards. This same quality was 
left in the Red mode in the ‘counter-clock-
wise’ control when “dimed”.

• Built using turrets punched into fiberboard - just like vintage Fender amps
• Sounds great on ANYTHING- tracking or reamping bass, keys, guitar, etc. Amazing for snare!
• 100% point to point wired using Switchcraft jacks, NOS transistors and selected parts
• True bypass switching
• Powder coated and hand-painted finish
• Handmade in Austin, TX, USA
• Electrical Info:
• High Active Input Impedance (>500k)
• Runs on -9V DC / 100mA current draw
• Drives Line Input and Instrument Input loads (>10k)
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